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Introduction
Mathematical modeling has been increasingly viewed as an educational approach in K-16 classroom (Erbaş et
al., 2014; Kaiser et al., 2011). The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) has identified
mathematical modeling as one of major abilities in algebra standards (NCTM, 2000). All students from
elementary levels to higher education are expected to elicit and use mathematical models (Butler Wolf, 2015).
However, studies on a cohesive conceptualization that how mathematical modeling should be incorporated into
K-16 mathematics instructions are very limited (Ang, 2015; Blum & Ferri, 2009; Lesh & Fennewald, 2010;
Kaiser & Sriraman, 2006).
Teachers have an important role in developing mathematical modeling abilities and competencies of students.
According to Gould and Wasserman (2014), teachers need to find meaningful and effective ways to integrate
mathematical modeling tasks into instruction. However, implementation of mathematical modeling in the
classroom can be challenging (Niss et al., 2007). Difficulties in integrating mathematical modeling into
instruction may STEM from the teachers’ lack of experience with mathematical modeling (Doerr, 2007; Tam,
2011). Very few pre-service teachers in teacher education programs and in-service teachers learned how to
engage students in mathematical modeling activities and prepare and implement such activities (Doerr, 2007;
Tam, 2011). Successful learning of mathematical modeling depends on teachers’ skills. Therefore, in-service
and pre-service teachers must be equipped with knowledge and educational experiences in mathematical
modeling activities (Niss et al., 2007). Niss et al. (2007, p. 20) stated that “the inclusion of modeling in teacher
pre-service and in-service education courses must be effectively promoted.” According to Teague, Levy and
Fowler (2016), educational experiences regarding mathematical modeling (open-ended projects, collaboration,
use of real data, technology, technical writing, and common mathematical content) should be included in the
mathematics teaching methods courses for pre-service teachers.
There is limited evidence that methods courses can address how engaging mathematical modeling tasks lead to
teaching and learning mathematics and skills; however, more research on how pre-service teachers learn
mathematical modeling is needed (Blum, 2011; Cai et. al., 2014). Pre-service teachers should comprehend what
mathematical modeling is, what are the aims and benefits of mathematical modeling and mathematical modeling
processes. Their mathematical modeling skills and competencies should be developed with mathematical
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modeling activities integrated into methods courses (Bal & Doganay, 2014; Lingefjärd, 2007a, 2007b; Lowery,
2002; Tan & And, 2013).
In-service and pre-service teachers’ modelling skills and competencies should be developed and improved.
According to Blum (2011), metacognition is playing crucial role for developing mathematical modelling
competencies. “However, despite the presumed importance of metacognition for modelling, only a few studies
have been conducted for answering how metacognition influences the development of modelling competencies
and the modelling process, and how to foster’ metacognitive modelling competencies best” (Vorhölter, 2018, p.
343). There is a gap in the literature how pre-service mathematics teachers use cognitive and metacognitive
skills in a mathematical modelling task.
This paper focuses on cognitive and metacognitive skills and levels and mathematical content knowledge of preservice mathematics teachers in a model eliciting task. For these purposes, we used two frameworks (Johnson &
Lesh, 2003; Kim et al., 2013) related to cognitive and metacognitive levels in complex problem-solving task and
mathematical content knowledge in mathematical modelling. These two frameworks are Models and Modeling
Perspectives (MMP; Kim et al., 2013) and Lesh Translation Model (Johnson & Lesh, 2003) that are explained
with details in the method section used for coding.

Theoretical Framework
Modeling
It is aimed to raise individuals who are able to create solutions for real world problems, to apply the learned
mathematics in their life, and to be aware of the connection between mathematics and real world with
mathematics education. It is suggested to bring more real-world problems in mathematics classes to get learners
more interested in the mathematics (Kaiser & Schwarz, 2006). Mathematical modelling is the process of
expression, solution, and evaluation of real-world problems (Haines & Crouch, 2007). Therefore, mathematical
modelling has an important role on the solution of the real-world problems.
Modelling activities is very appropriate to apply in group settings (Doruk, 2010). Particularly, modelling can be
more useful and practical in small group settings (English et al., 2005; Eric, 2010; Fox, 2006). Group members
can help each other in the modelling. Therefore, group work creates a possibility for peer learning. For instance,
Deniz and Akgun (2014) concluded that secondary school students found the modelling activities very
interesting and more comprehensible. In addition, these students indicated that the group study was very useful,
and they have positive thoughts about these kinds of activities applied in their mathematics classes (Deniz &
Akgun, 2014).

Model Eliciting Activities (MEAs)
Model eliciting activities (MEAs) are problem-solving activities that elicit a model. “These solutions require to
express students’ current ways of thinking in forms that are tested and refined multiple times” (Lesh & Yoon,
2007, p. 163). The goal of MEAs is to “engage students’ ‘real heads’ in their school activities and close the gap
with their ‘school heads” (Lesh & Doerr, 2003, p. 24). MEAs are designed explicitly to reveal and examine
students’ perceptions and prior knowledge while providing extension, revision, and integration of their ideas to
develop a foundation for more abstract or formal ways of understanding (Lesh et al., 2000).
Real-world, open ended, and creative problems requiring the solvers to develop a meaningful, real life situation
and create a symbolic model or tool to find a solution are used in MEAs. Problems in MEAs require students to
work in collaborative teams (groups) to build and refine a mathematical model for the given a real-world context
with the criteria that enables assessment leading to improved models (Diefes-Dux et al., 2008; Lesh & Doerr,
2003; Lesh et al., 2000). There is no only one right answer for the problems in MEAs. MEAs allow divergent
thinking to produce different possible models for solutions (Diefes-Dux et al., 2008; Lesh et al., 2000).
MEAs include an iterative process to improve better solutions (Rodgers et al., 2015). MEAs focus on the
process rather than the product. The important artifact is the model rather than the results in MEAs (Diefes-Dux
et al., 2008; Lesh & Doerr, 2003). The process of solving MEAs reveals how students interpret a given
mathematical situation. They develop understanding through mathematizing (e.g. quantifying, dimensionalizing,
organizing, computing, explaning) the problem (Diefes-Dux et al., 2008; Lesh & Doerr, 2003; Lesh et al.,
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2000). Then students communicate about a model and process to address the problem (Diefes-Dux et al., 2008;
Lesh & Doerr, 2003; Lesh et al., 2000).
MEAs are characterized by the following six principles:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The Reality Principle: MEAs should be realistic and relevant to the students’ life. This principle
enables students to make sense of situation by ensuring the scenario could happen in real world, which
brings the personal meaningfulness to the learning. “One way for curricula developers to test whether
the reality principle is to ask, ‘could this really happen in a real-life situation?’” (Lesh et al., 2000,
p.597).
The Model Construction Principle: This principle is interconnected to guide students to create a model
and incorporate the development of an explicit construction, description, explanation, or justification of
a mathematical situation. The model must demonstrate students’ thinking processes. According to Lesh
and Doerr (2003), “MEAs are intended to be thought revealing activities” (p.452).
The Self-Assessment Principle: This principle requires students to share, assess and modify their
models in multiple ways. Students should be assessing their models by given criteria based on
improvement on their models. The activity promotes self-assessment on part of students (Carlson et al.,
2003, p.472; Lesh et al., 2000).
The Construct Documentation Principle: This principle encourages self-reflection on the part of student
and emphasizes researchers’ investigation into their understanding. Students are also required to
document their solutions and thoughts in written or oral form. “One way to make it natural for students
to externalize their ways of thinking is to have them work in groups where such processes as planning,
monitoring, and assessing must be carried out explicitly” (Lesh et al., 2000, p.623).
The Simple (Effective) Prototype Principle: This principle ensures that the context is memorable and
requires the development of a significant construct. The principle asks the question “is the situation as
simple as possible, while still creating the need for a significant model?” (Lesh et al. 1997, p.3).
The Model (Construct) Generalization Principle: This principle expresses that students’ models should
work with other data sets and have the potential for modification of similar situations. The models that
students create must be able to be shared, modified and used beyond immediate problem situation
(Lesh et al., 2000). The principle asks the question “does the model provide a general model for
analyzing this type of dynamic situation?” (Carlson et al., 2003, p. 472).

Problems in MEAs are intrinsically designed to explore social experiences in small group work (English et al.,
2005). Therefore, social interactions are highly important for MEAs. Constructivist learning theory argues that
students build knowledge upon their previous knowledge via their experiences and social interactions (Duffy &
Cunningham, 1996; Ferguson, 2007). MEAs enable an open-ended learning environment. Therefore, they
support development of mathematical skills and divergent thinking (Diefes-Dux & Imbrie, 2008). MEAs can be
seen as a part of cooperative learning pedagogy because they provide students to gain personal experiences with
model development. MEAs also enable students to identify aspects of high-quality models and gain modeling
abilities (Lesh & Doerr, 2003; Zawojewski et al., 2008).

Lesh Translation Model with Technology based Representational Media Layer
Bruner identified cognitive representation had three modes: Enactive, iconic and symbolic (Bruner, 1964).
Enactive Representation is defined as the representation that an individual understands through motor responses.
Iconic Representation is defined as the representation that an individual uses images to represent understanding.
Symbolic Representation is defined as the representation that an individual uses symbol systems such as
language, musical notation, and mathematical notation to represent understanding (Driscoll 2000, p. 225). The
learner moves from physically modeling the problem with materials (enactive) to diagramming or graphing
(iconic), and to put the problem into an abstract mathematical form (symbolic; Lapp & Cyrus, 2000, p.507). At
the end of 1970s, Lesh adapted Bruner’s framework by separeting the iconic mode into manipulatives and
pictures and the symbolic mode into spoken verbal symbols and written symbols. Thus, Lesh has constructed his
translation model. Mathematical ideas can be expressed in five different modes based on the Lesh Translation
Model (Figure 1). These modes are manipulatives, pictures, real life situations, spoken language, and written
symbols. These modes work interactively rather than in a linear relationship (Clement, 2004; Cramer,2003;
Lesh, 1979; Lesh et al., 1987; Post et al., 1986; Post & Cramer, 1989).
The Lesh Translation Model is a measure of how strong the content knowledge of students is through five main
representations and translations between and within these representations: (1) Representation through realistic,
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real-world, or experienced contexts (based on metaphors), (2) symbolic representation, (3) language (verbal
symbols) representation that includes mathematics vocabulary, (4) pictorial (diagram) representation that are
static figurative models, and (5) representation with manipulatives (concrete, hands-on models) such as Lego
blocks, number lines, fraction bars, and tangram in which the relationships and operations built into the system
that fits many everyday situations (Lesh & Doerr, 2003).

Figure 1. The Lesh translation model
The Lesh translation model asserts that the understanding of concepts lies in the skills of learners to represent
mathematical concepts through five different sets of representation and to translate within and between multiple
modes of representation (Cramer, 2003; Lesh & Doerr, 2003). A translation in this model is the reinterpretation
of a mathematical concept within the same representation or between different representations (Cramer et al.,
2009). It is important that students learn mathematics through representations. Conceptual understanding can be
developed when students translate between representations (NCTM, 2000). Mathematical representations and
communication for the deep understanding of mathematical concepts are centered in the Lesh Translation Model
(Moore et al., 2013). Therefore, the model encouraged students to work together as a team and focus on
communication and metacognition skills (Glancy & Moore, 2013).
Tables, equations, and graphs were added to Lesh’s translation model by some researchers. Lesh and Doerr
(2003) described a translation model with eight modes. The model with eight modes serves a variety of
representational media. Representational media, such as graphs, tables, and equations represent innovative
curriculum materials in the high school and college (Lesh & Doerr, 2003).
Jonhson and Lesh (2003) improved the previous model with eight modes of representational media by including
an additional layer (figure 2) that is technology-based electronic media, called eMedia, such as computer-based
animations, graphics or simulations. eMedia is dynamic, interactive, and linked. Graphing calculators and
computer software can be used for eMedia layer (Johnson & Lesh, 2003). In this study we have used GeoGebra
as a computer software for eMedia layer. The Lesh Translation Model with technology-based representational
media layer is used to measure pre-service teachers’ mathematical content knowledge.
Lesh Translation Model was also used as a theoretical framework in this study. This model has five categories
for representation (see Figure 1 and 2). These are realistic, pictorial, language, symbolic, and concrete.
Representations related to real world are in realistic group. All representations with pictures are in pictorial
group. Language group includes the words used by participants to describe the representations. When the
participants use an equation, calculation or table, these are in the symbolic group. Using body part, meter, ruler
or any measurement or solid materials are in the concrete group (Lesh et al., 2003; Stohlmann et al., 2013).
The Lesh Translation Model includes the representations of mathematical content knowledge. Hence, MEAs are
typically organized including and/or asking to develop multiple representations. The Lesh Translation
Model has an important adaptation to the idea of MEAs. Therefore, the Lesh Translation Model was also used to
analyze pre-service teachers’ explanations for the solution of footprint problem in this study.
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Figure 2. Lesh translation model with technology-based representational media layer

Cognition and Metacognition in MEAs and Problem Solving
Cognitive and metacognitive thinking processes are involved in problem solving and MEAs (Chan,
2008; Lamon, 2003; Lesh & Zawojewski, 2007; Lester et al., 1989; Magiera & Zawojewski, 2011). Cognition is
a mental process of receiving knowledge, understanding, problem solving, learning, thinking, knowing,
memorizing, judging, and reasoning (Dunlosky & Metcalfe, 2009; Revlin, 2013).
Problem solving process needs cognition and metacognition thoughts (Artzt & Armour-Thomas, 1992; Lester et
al., 1989). During problem solving process, cognition and metacognition are parallel and interactive rather than
sequential (Mayer, 1998; Schoenfeld, 1992). Problem solving competencies and mathematical cognition can be
observed through MEAs (Lester & Kehle, 2002; Lesh & Lehrer, 2003). MEAs are intertwined with problem
solving and cognition (Goldin, 2007; Roth, 2007). Problem solving involves iterative modeling cycle. For the
reason of MEAs are challenging, authentic and realistic, learners may not have an immediate solution for the
given problem (Chan, 2008). MEAs can be so difficult for students because MEAs have cognitive and
metacognitive demands (Blum & Leiss, 2007).
Metacognition has been explained as the development of students’ outcomes (Biggs, 1987; Brown & De
Loache, 1983). Some researchers have explained metacognition in mathematics education as successful
mathematical performance (Goos, 1994; Stacey, 1991). Problem solving is a significant skill for mathematical
success. Problem solving has been seen by some educators as a higher cognitive activity and it involves
cognitive processes (Gagne & Medsker, 1996; Mayer, 2003; Polya, 1957). Problem solving also includes
monitoring and reflecting processes that are components of metacognition (NCTM, 2000). As a result, problem
solving has been seen as a complex process with interplay cognition and metacognition by some educators
(Artzt & Armour- Thomas, 1992; Lester et al., 1989; Schoenfeld, 1992).
Metacognition has an effect on both problem solving and mathematics success (De Corte et al., 1996; Lester,
1994; Lucangeli & Cornoldi, 1997; Kramarski et al.2002; Pintrich et al., 1994; Trainin & Swanson, 2005).
Cardelle-Elewar (1992) demonstrated that students who have faced difficulties in mathematics did not use
metacognition strategies. Metacognition helps students to overcome obstacles and difficulties in the process of
mathematical problem-solving (Goos, 2002; Pugalee, 2001; Rysz 2004; Schoenfeld 1992; Stillman & Galbraith,
1998; Yimer & Ellerton 2006).
An aim of mathematics education is to develop modeling competencies. Metacognition has an important role in
mathematical modeling activities and competencies (Blum, 2011; Maaß, 2007). Although knowledge and skills
are very important for problem solving and metacognitive strategies, they are not sufficient. Stillman (2004)
identified cognitive and metacognitive strategies in applications tasks by using cognitive-metacognitive
framework when students work on these tasks. There have been few studies that aimed to analyze students’
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metacognitive knowledge and strategies related to modeling problems when students work on these modeling
problems (Hıdıroğlu & Bukova-Güzel, 2015, 2016; Kim et al., 2013; Maaß, 2007; Stillman, 2011; Stillman &
Galbraith, 1998). Most studies focus on metacognitive behaviors of middle and high school students to analyze
qualitative metacognitive aspects that were used in problem solving process (Artzt & Armour-Thomas, 1992;
Goos, 2002; Goos & Galbraith, 1996; Goos et al., 2002; Jacobse & Harskamp, 2009, 2012; Montague & Bos,
1990; Özsoy & Ataman, 2009; Pugalee, 2001; Teong, 2003).
Even though metacognition is thinking about one’s own thinking (Stillman & Mevarach, 2010), it should be
evaluated not only at the individual level, but also at the social and environmental level (Kim et al., 2013). In
general, modeling tasks are done in the group settings. Group work also requires joint planning process
(Vorhölter, 2018). Student-student interaction in a small group promote metacognition to get the better solution
for the problem. The correct solution for the problem can be found, if students share metacognitive roles that
needed in the problem solving process (Artzt & Armour-Thomas, 1992; Goos & Galbraith, 1996). At the level
of verbalization in modeling activity,
most acts can clearly be distinguished as metacognitive or cognitive strategies. Those used for
planning together, monitoring and explaining to each other, are of a metacognitive nature, as they aim
at monitoring progress; whereas making progress would be an indicator of cognitive strategy use
(Vorhölter, 2018, p.346).
Therefore, we should consider social metacognition in the problem-solving process and modeling activities.
Cognition at Individual Level: At this level, the participants might think with cognitive component. There is no
evaluation. Participants also do the thinking processes themselves (Kim et al., 2013).
Cognition at Social Level: At this level, the participants might think with cognitive component. There is no
evaluation. And the participants do the thinking processes with others or affected by others (Kim et al., 2013).
Cognition at Environmental Level: At this level, the participants might think with cognitive component. There is
no evaluation. And the participants do the thinking processes due to a learning environment (Kim et al., 2013).
Metacognition at Individual Level: At this level, the participants might think about a cognitive or metacognitive
component with evaluation. And the participants do the thinking processes themselves (Kim et al., 2013).
Metacognition at Social Level: At this level, the participants might think about a cognitive or metacognitive
component with evaluation. And the participants do the thinking processes with others or affected by others
(Kim et al., 2013).
Metacognition at Environmental Level: At this level, the participants might think about a cognitive or
metacognitive component with evaluation. And the participants do the thinking processes due to a learning
environment (Kim et al., 2013).

Figure 3. Models and Modeling Perspectives (MMP) view of metacognitive activities during problem solving
(Kim et al., 2013).
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In this study, the framework developed by Kim et al. (2013) as nonlinear model in Figure 3 was used. The
metacognitive strategy that is under monitoring or regulating activity was not investigated in this study.
Therefore, changing strategies and correcting errors were removed, which are directly related to the codes
assessment of strategy appropriateness and assessment of strategy execution respectively. In addition, only the
code of new idea was used even there is a reinterpretation; hence, these two codes are together in the
framework.
For this study, pre-service teachers’ discussions for solutions of the footprint problem were analyzed based on
their strategies related to cognition and metacognition levels (Kim et al., 2013) and the Lesh Translation Model
(Lesh et al., 2003; Stohlmann et al., 2013). The problem solving behavior is used as a theoretical framework
from the study first developed by Goos (2002) as a linear model and then improved by Kim et al. (2013) as a
nonlinear model. This framework has six categories. First, the behavior is classified as cognitive or
metacognitive. Then the behavior (either cognitive or metacognitive) is also classified as at individual, social, or
environmental level.

Integrated STEM Modeling Activity
Today, most schools’ goal is to improve students’ knowledge and skills in science, technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM) fields. For students using high-technological products in present and future, they must
have knowledge and skills of STEM fields. Highly qualified scientists, technologists, engineers and
mathematicians have a crucial role for securing economic prosperity (Bell, 2016). Students can be better
problem solvers, innovators, and logical thinkers by taking STEM courses during their educational experiences
(Morrison, 2006). STEM courses also help students improve their learning skills (Dewaters & Powers, 2006).
STEM education can eliminate abstractness of mathematics and science. It also provides real-world applications
related to the concepts of technology and engineering (Nugent et al., 2010).
Mathematical modeling activities and practices can be a bridge between the STEM fields (Lehrer & Schauble,
2000). They are also more appropriate and easier to apply within existing curricula (Moore & Smith, 2014).
Model eliciting activities (MEAs) is one application of the mathematical modeling activities. MEAs can be a
good example of curriculum materials for integrated STEM education (Kertil & Gurel, 2016; Roehrig et al.,
2012). Integrated STEM modeling activity can be defined as involved MEAs in all STEM related situations.
There are few studies related to integrated STEM modeling activity (Moore & Smith, 2014; Stohlmann et al.,
2013). Additionally, STEM integration often less included in undergraduate STEM education than K-12 (Moore
& Smith, 2014). In terms of the contribution of this study to the literature, it is a good opportunity to investigate
pre-service teachers’ applications of STEM modeling activity in group settings.

GeoGebra as a cognitive-metacognitive tool in integrated STEM modeling activity
Today technology has an important role in teaching and learning mathematics. It is also getting widely
influential in mathematics education (Kaput et al., 2007). Most mathematics educators explained the
mathematics classroom as an environment where students are actively constructing their own understanding of
mathematical ideas by using the emerging technological tools (Furner & Marines, 2012). NCTM defined the use
of technology as one of the principles of learning and teaching in mathematics education (NCTM, 2000).
NCTM asserted that learners can work at higher levels of generalizations, model and solve complex and nonroutine problems, focus on decision-making and mathematical reasoning through using technological tools in
mathematics classrooms (NCTM, 2000).
Computer Algebra Systems (CAS) such as Derive, Mathematica and Dynamic Geometry Software (DGS) such
as Cabri Geometry and GeoGebra are powerful technological tools for teaching and learning mathematics
(Hohenwarter et al., 2008). This digital software can be used as learning tools to answer problems, to
communicate, or to prepare teaching materials (Borba & Villarreal, 2005).
Technology has a significant role on mathematical modeling because of the opportunities it brings. For example,
students can be more creative, and they can bring different strategies for solution by using technology
(Hıdıroğlu & Bukova-Güzel, 2014; Lingefjärd, 2000). GeoGebra is one of the most commonly used software in
mathematics education nowadays. GeoGebra is multi-platform, open-source dynamic mathematics software for
all levels of education that joins algebra, geometry, statistics, calculus, graphing, and tables with an easy-to-use
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package (Hohenwarter et al., 2008). Multiple representation (numeric, graphic and table) is one of the most
important features of the GeoGebra. GeoGebra allows learners to construct interactive representations of points,
lines, and shapes. Therefore, students are able to see the relationships between different representations easily
through GeoGebra. Learners can see that a concept play different roles in mathematical situations with
understanding of different representations (Herceg & Herceg, 2007 as cited in Milanović et al., 2012; Yu &
Tawfeeq, 2011).
In model eliciting activities related to STEM education, GeoGebra enables multiple representations about a
problem situation. Learners can understand the task better, associate between multiple representations, explore
new knowledge and relationships, and model mathematical equations for solving a task by using GeoGebra.
Learners may explain their thoughts with the help of GeoGebra. From metacognitive point of view, GeoGebra
may have a stimulating role. As explained in the previous chapters of this study, the metacognition has three
levels which are individual, social and environmental. Geogebra can be a useful tool in terms of environmental
level of metacognition with the opportunities it brings.

Integrated STEM Modelling Activity: Footprint Problem
Footprint or Bigfoot problem (Koellner-Clark & Lesh, 2003) (See Appendix A) was used in previous studies to
investigate students reasoning skills in the concepts related to proportionality (Lesh & Doerr, 2003; Lesh &
Harel, 2003; Stohlmann et al., 2013). This footprint problem has connections with Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). For instance, the problem includes observation and measurement that
are related to Science. Pre-service teachers’ access and use GeoGebra covers the technology part. There are
many mathematical concepts (ratios, proportions, line of best fit, scatter plots, etc.) and engineering design
process that pre-service teachers work within the problem (Stohlmann et al., 2013). This problem is also
motivating for pre-service teachers to solve it (Brophy et al., 2008). In addition, student-centered approach
might be used via footprint problem. Therefore, students can build on their prior knowledge by bringing their
own strategies for the solution of the problem (Stohlmann et al., 2013).

Method
Sample
This study was conducted in a university located in the west part of Turkey. The participants of the study were
pre-service teachers who were seniors in mathematics teaching program. There were 32 pre-service teachers
who were in mathematics teaching program for middle schools and 20 pre-service teachers who were in
mathematics teaching program for high schools.
Participated pre-service teachers had already taken mathematics content courses (e.g., Calculus I, II) and
mathematics method courses (e.g., Instructional Technology and Material Design). In the educational
technology courses, pre-service teachers have learned about mathematics software such as GeoGebra and Turtle.
Therefore, they already had experience with GeoGebra software. They also had experience of mathematical
modeling in groups and writing report of the modelling process.

Data Collection
The data is collected in a mathematics method course named Special Teaching Methods in the 2016-2017 school
years. For this study, the instructor asked pre-service teachers to solve a complex problem that requires
mathematical modelling and report their solution. The instructor mentioned the mathematical modelling to
warm up the pre-service teachers for the complex problem. He explained the details of this problem. The
problem is called footprint problem that requires a modelling to figure out how tall a person whose footprint is
given might be (See Appendix A).
Pre-service teachers were in the groups of four or six to study for the solution of the footprint problem. While
pre-service teachers were solving the problem and writing their report in 4-hour course time period, they were
audio recorded. Pre-service teachers were allowed to use GeoGebra software to solve the problem and they had
access to GeoGebra in the Computer Lab during the course. Their solutions in GeoGebra were also collected for
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this study. Additionally, their reports for the footprint problem were collected for the study. All three data
sources made the data collection process more reliable.

Data Analysis
There were two groups selected to analyze the discussion and solutions for the mathematical modeling process.
Both group members were four female pre-service teachers. One group was from mathematics teaching program
for middle schools and other group was from mathematics teaching program for high schools. These two groups
were selected because the Grade Point Average (GPA) of these pre-service teachers’ was higher than the
average of their classmates in these groups. They also had adequate Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) and
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK).
Pre-service teachers’ explanations were coded based on the cognitive or metacognitive thinking. If the
explanation is in the category of metacognitive thinking, then this explanation was coded such as Assessment of
progress toward goal. Later, the level of this explanation (Individual, Social or Environmental) was coded (Kim
et al., 2013). In the last phase, the type of representation was coded such as Language or Pictural (Johnson &
Lesh, 2003). A pre-service teacher’s explanation might have more than one code based on its context. However,
a pre-service teacher’s explanation might not have any code because of its context. Two researchers coded the
data separately at first and later the common coding was decided in agreement.

Results
In this part, findings for both groups in terms of their cognitive and metacognitive thinking and representation of
mathematical content knowledge were demonstrated via graphics. In the following figures, G1 represents the
four pre-service teachers (P1, P2, P3, P4) for middle school and G2 represents the four pre-service teachers (P5,
P6, P7, P8) for high school. Figure 4 demonstrates how frequently the groups used cognitive and metacognitive
thinking.

Figure 4. Pre-service mathematics teachers’ statements during MEA in terms of cognitive and metacognitive
expression.
The results in Figure 4 demonstrates that pre-service teachers (P5, P6, P7, P8) for high school used
metacognitive thinking more than pre-service teachers (P1, P2, P3, P4) for middle school. Content and diversity
of the courses they take can be the reason of the difference between high school and middle school pre-service
teachers’ cognitive and metacognitive expressions. High school pre-service teachers’ university entry scores are
generally higher in order to get into this program and the major area courses they take are more abstract and
have high-level mathematics content than the courses pre-service teachers for middle school take. These can be
the reasons for high school pre-service teachers’ metacognitive thinking usage frequency.
Figure 5 demonstrates high school pre-service teacher group members’ cognitive and metacognitive thinking
individually. P7 and P8 have more cognitive and metacognitive statements than the other two pre-service
teachers. In this group P5 and P7’s GPAs are close to each other’s GPA and higher than P6 and P8’s GPAs.
Therefore, it can be said that pre-service mathematics teachers’ GPAs cannot be related to their metacognitive
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thinking skills. There might be other reasons for the frequency of metacognitive statements such as social
interaction and technology skills.

Figure 5. High school pre-service mathematics teachers’ cognitive and metacognitive thinking.
Figure 6 also demonstrates middle school pre-service teacher group members’ cognitive and metacognitive
thinking individually.

Figure 6. Middle school pre-service mathematics teachers’ cognitive and metacognitive thinking.
Middle school pre-service teachers used more cognitive statements than high school pre-service teachers. P1,
P2, P3 and P4’s frequencies of metacognitive thinking were close to each other. All these pre-service teachers’
GPAs were higher than their classmates.
The following statements were made by pre-service teachers who were participants of this study when they were
solving footprint problem and writing a report for their solutions. First, the statements were translated to
English. Then, they were coded by researchers. In the following sample statements, we used letter S for
statement and letter P for pre-service teachers. The codes assigned by researchers are showed bold in brackets.
S1. P8: First of all, we should measure one of our feet length to figure out footprint. We should figure
out the foot size based on the length. There should probably be height interval based on the foot size.
Based on this, we can figure out height interval. It is not possible to decide on an absolute value
(Metacognitive, New idea & Assessment of knowledge, Individual & Environmental level, Realistic).
S2. P5: I agree with P8. If we do that, we can find the proximate exponential function from the
bivariate regression analysis in GeoGebra. We can try to figure out footprint with this function
(Metacognitive, New idea & Assessment of strategy appropriateness, Individual & Social level,
Realistic & Language).
S3. P7: We can find the ratio with that and check if there is a ratio in our body. I mean relationship with
golden ratio (Metacognitive, New idea, Individual & Social level, Realistic & Language).
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S4. P8: Let’s say the foot size 38 is not an absolute length. It is a foot length interval (Metacognitive,
New idea & Assessment of knowledge, Individual level, Realistic).
S8. P5: First, let’s measure our feet length and write down our heights (Metacognitive, Assessment of
progress toward goal, Individual & Social level, Realistic & Language).
S18. P7: They use half integers for foot size in United Kingdom. Are they exactly for the foot length? I
have measured from toe to the heel (Metacognitive, Assessment of knowledge, Individual level,
Realistic & Language).
S26 P6: Shoe template can be changed then (Metacognitive, Assessment of knowledge, Individual
level, Realistic & Language).
Pre-service teachers read the problem and then discussed the possible solutions of the problem before they spent
enough time to analyze the problem. Pre-service teachers used their mathematical content knowledge to convert
the real model to mathematical model. The content knowledge they used were related to the concepts of
regression analysis and golden ratio of two numbers. Hence, pre-service teachers already knew how to do
regression analysis in GeoGebra, they focused on the relationship between the shoe length and their heights.
They also thought that this relationship happens in a standardized interval. First, they measured their feet length
and heights by using their knowledge about measurement. They used metacognitive strategies effectively during
this measurement step. Pre-service teachers re-considered the knowledge and produced new solutions as parts of
metacognitive strategies. Therefore, they used their previous mathematical knowledge here and realistic
components existed frequently.
S44. P7: One of you collect the others’ data (P7 is doing herself) (Metacognitive, Assessment of
progress toward goal, Individual level, Language)
S46. P7: Let’s measure someone who is tall (Metacognitive, New idea, Individual level, Language).
S50. P8: But I think, there is much change… (Metacognitive, Assessment of strategy appropriateness,
Individual level, Language).
S59. P5: Because there is space here (pointing the front of the shoe) (Metacognitive, Assessment of
knowledge, Environmental level, Realistic & Language)
S60. P8: Uhmm…
S61. P5: My foot length should be shorter than P6’s foot length because P6 is taller (Metacognitive,
Assessment of knowledge, Individual level, Realistic & Language).
S65. P8: Then, the foot size 38 is 25 cm. Then, how many cm is the foot size 36 (Metacognitive, New
idea & Assessment of strategy appropriateness, Environmental level, Realistic & Language)?
Pre-service teachers both measure the foot length and height for themselves and other female pre-service
teachers. They thought that the shoe length is not the same as foot length. They tried to check the mathematical
model they have conducted via GeoGebra for people who have different height. They expressed that taller
people’s shoe length is bigger. They used their previous mathematical content knowledge.
S71. P8: Actually, measuring one male person’s foot length makes more sense. In fact, we do not know
if it (the footprint in the question) belongs to a male or not. It can belong to a female (Metacognitive,
New idea & Assessment of strategy appropriateness, Individual level, Language).
S72.P5: It can be very good to measure Amias’s height. Can we reach a function with regression
(Metacognitive, New idea & Assessment of progress toward goal, Individual & Social level, Realistic
& Pictorial)?
S76. P8: Are we going to generalize it? Can you look at the paper if there is a generalization
(Metacognitive, Assessment of strategy appropriateness, Individual & Social level, Realistic &
Symbolic)?
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S79. P8: First we should get foot length from foot size. Then, we should do the generalization. We
should check the difference between foot size and foot length. Then, we should get the height
(Metacognitive, New idea & Assessment of understanding, Individual & Social level, Language).
S80. P7: We should get the golden ratio form these data. How do we figure golden ratio in our body
(Metacognitive, Assessment of strategy appropriateness, Individual level, Realistic & Language)?
S83. P8: But someone’s height and foot length can be disproportionate (Metacognitive, New idea &
Assessment of strategy appropriateness, Individual level, Language).
S85. P8: I wonder if there is golden ratio between height and foot length (Metacognitive, New idea &
Assessment of knowledge, Individual & Social level, Realistic & Language).
S93. P7: We should check if we can reach a function (Metacognitive, Assessment of progress toward
goal, Individual & Environmental level, Realistic & Language).
S105. P7: First, let’s divide foot size by foot length. It is one point something. We may reach golden
ratio (Metacognitive, New idea & Assessment of strategy appropriateness, Language & Symbolic).
S108. P8: I do not think there is golden ratio between foot length and foot size (Data entry is
completed.) (Metacognitive, Assessment of strategy appropriateness, Individual & Social &
Environmental level, Language).
Pre-service teachers thought that the footprint could belong to either a male or a female. They tried to measure
males’ height and foot length as they did for females. They also tried to figure out to make a generalization or
create a mathematical model showing a relationship of foot size, foot length and height. They tried to use the
golden ratio whether it may help to reach a generalization. During this step, they questioned if the mathematical
model they developed was working or not. This is a natural step of the modeling process.
S109. P8: Should this be a line graph (Metacognitive, Assessment of strategy execution, Individual &
Environmental level, Language & Pictorial)?
S111. P8: Yes, let’s make a line graph. If we did this in Excel, it would be better (Metacognitive,
Assessment of strategy execution, Individual & Environmental level, Language & Pictorial).
S112. P6: But there are no such tools in Excel (Cognitive, Environmental level, Language & Realistic).
S113. P8: Could you open Excel? The graph in Excel is better. The graph here is deviant (Cognitive,
Environmental level, Realistic & Language & Pictorial).
S114. P7: But here the graph is on the function. (They are looking for the appropriate function in
GeoGebra) (Cognitive, Individual & Environmental level, Language & Realistic).
S115. P7: It should be an increasing graph. It should be an exponential function because it is from the
daily life (Metacognitive, Assessment of progress toward goal, Social & Environmental level, Realistic
& Language).
S117. P5: This function is ok. But of course, there is some deviation (Metacognitive, Assessment of
accuracy of result, Social & Environmental level, Realistic & Language).
S118. P6: But there might be measurement errors (Metacognitive, Assessment of accuracy of result,
Social & Environmental level, Language).
(Pre-service teachers decided that the mathematical modeling or function should be exponential.)
S119. P8: Let’s save these solutions in GeoGebra then. Now, we will correlate foot length and height
(Cognitive, Individual & Environmental level, Language & Pictorial).
S120. P7: Yes (Cognitive, Individual level, Language).
S121. P8: Then, we should reach height from foot size (Cognitive, Individual level, Language).
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S122. P7: But we have measured foot length (Metacognitive, Assessment of knowledge, Individual &
Social level, Language).
S123. P8: There is no point of finding foot size then (Metacognitive, Assessment of strategy
appropriateness, Individual & Social level, Language).
S124. P7: Then we can reach the foot size from the measurement we got. Binary (Cognitive, Individual
& Social level, Language).
S126. P7: Because we do not know the foot size. We can measure the footprint on the floor
(Metacognitive, Assessment of progress toward goal, Individual & Environmental level, Realistic &
Language).
S128. P7: First, it becomes exponential in GeoGebra. It means this one is an exponential as well
(Metacognitive, Assessment of accuracy of result, Individual & Environmental level, Language &
Pictorial).
(Pre-service teachers are trying to find the function).
S130. P7: Hold on. What did we do first (Cognitive, Individual level, Language)?
S131. P8: Correlate the foot size and foot length (Cognitive, Individual level, Language).
S132. P7: Which type of function did we use? Was it an exponential function (Cognitive, Individual
level, Language)?
S133. P8: Yes, we used exponential function (Cognitive, Individual level, Language).
S134. P7: Then, what did we do (Cognitive, Individual level, Language)?
S135. P8: We correlated the foot length and height. This one is logarithmic (Metacognitive,
Assessment of understanding, Individual & Environmental level, Language & Symbolic).
S136. P7: No, it is not exponential function (Metacognitive, Assessment of understanding, Individual &
Social level, Language & Symbolic).
S137. P8: Ooh, yes. First, it was logarithmic, was not it? It turned to exponential function when we
changed x and y (Metacognitive, Assessment of understanding, Individual & Environmental level,
Language & Symbolic).
S138. P7: Was x for foot size here (Cognitive, Individual & Environmental level, Language &
Symbolic)?
S139. P8: No, x is for foot length (Cognitive, Individual & Environmental level, Language &
Symbolic).
S140. P6: Was not it the other way around (Cognitive, Individual & Environmental level, Language &
Symbolic)?
S141. P8: No, we know that how many cm that is. We do not know the foot size. We should reach the
foot size from cm (foot length) (Metacognitive, Assessment of strategy appropriateness, Individual
level, Language & Symbolic).
S142. P5: Now, we should correlate these two (She means the first and second steps in the report)
(Metacognitive, Assessment of knowledge, Individual & Environmental level, Language & Symbolic).
S143. P7: Will we do multiple regression here? Are we doing triple regression (Cognitive,
Environmental level, Language & Symbolic)?
Pre-service teachers have entered all the data set they collected into the GeoGebra software. They tried to find
the best mathematical modeling among the created graphs in GeoGebra. They thought that as the created graph
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in GeoGebra is more representative of the data, as the model is more possible to be correct. Pre-service teachers
tried to correlate foot size, foot length, and height. They thought that the function that showed the correlation
among these variables should be exponential because the variables were from the real-life. It can be said that
this idea is not only form the graph drawing in GeoGebra but also from their previous mathematical knowledge.
The used the relationship between logarithmic and exponential functions. This reveals that they used their
mathematical content knowledge effectively. During these steps, pre-service teachers used metacognitive
strategies mostly at the social and environmental levels. Although the nature of the problem causes
environmental level, effective technology usage plays an important role for this level in metacognitive
strategies. When the technology is used for the solution, there are more social and environmental levels having
an interaction in between. Mathematical models created by using technology affected pre-service mathematics
teachers’ mathematical content knowledge to develop higher-order thinking, abstract knowledge and various
mathematical representations such as symbolic and pictorial.
S144. P8: Do we really need to find the relationship between those two? For example, cannot students
get in this way? They can get from foot length to foot size, from foot size to height (Metacognitive,
Assessment of strategy appropriateness, Individual & Environmental level, Language & Symbolic).
S145. P7: Okay, but there is also that we need to develop a tool (Metacognitive, Assessment of
progress toward goal, Individual level, Language).
S146. P5: Should we do that? We get from foot length to foot size, from foot size to height
(Metacognitive, Assessment of strategy appropriateness, Individual level, Language).
S147. P8: Okay, we already did this (Cognitive, Individual level, Language).
S148. P5: We do not do this (Cognitive, Environmental level, Language).
S149. P8: Okay. I just said that (Cognitive, Individual level, Language).
S150. P6: Actually, we can directly get height because we already know the foot size. It makes sense
(Metacognitive, Assessment of strategy appropriateness, Individual level, Language).
S151. P8: I just said that already (Cognitive, Individual level, Language).
S152. P6: Yes, I think that is true. We will get from foot size to foot length, from foot length to height
(Cognitive, Social level, Language).
S153. P8: No, we will not be able to get from foot size to height, because we do not know the foot size.
We should get from foot length to foot size, from foot size to height. In general, there is a relationship
between foot size and height except for some people. There is always an exception (Metacognitive,
Assessment of strategy appropriateness, Environmental level, Language).
S154. P7: But is it necessary (Cognitive, Social level, Language)
S155. P8: But it does not make sense to use it (foot length & foot size) (Cognitive, Social level,
Language).
S156. P7: Do you mean we should get foot size from this (Cognitive, Social level, Language)
S157. P8: I am saying that we should get height from foot size (Cognitive, Individual & Social level,
Language).
S158. P6: If foot length is known, we get foot size. We should find a relationship between foot size and
height (Metacognitive, Assessment of progress toward goal, Individual & Social level, Language).
S159. P8: I have already been saying that. We already get foot size from foot length. Then, we should
get height from foot size (Cognitive, Individual & Social level, Language).
S160. P6: Yes (Cognitive, Individual level, Language).
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S161. P5: What if we get height directly from foot length (Metacognitive, New idea & Assessment of
strategy appropriateness, Individual & Social level, Language)?
S162. P8: That is possible (Cognitive, Individual level, Language).
S163. P7: We can use other ways to find proximity. We can compare (Metacognitive, New idea &
Assessment of progress toward goal, Individual & Social level, Language).
S164. P8: Actually, it is like verification (Cognitive, Individual & Social level, Language).
S165. P7: Let's look at the foot size and height then (Cognitive, Individual & Social level, Language).
S166. P5: Okay. Let's save this too (Cognitive, Individual & Environmental level, Language).
S167. P8: Do you know what? We will be looking at the three data set. We will be using the one which
is the closest (Metacognitive, Assessment of strategy execution, Individual & Environmental level,
Language & Symbolic& Pictorial).
S168. P7: We will say that they are close to each other, and show that the result is correct and develop a
tool (Metacognitive, Assessment of strategy execution, Social & Environmental, Language).
S169. Lecturer: GeoGebra is also a tool.
S170. P7: Shall we collect new data (Metacognitive, Assessment of strategy execution, Individual &
Social level, Language)?
S171. P8: We do not need them. We can use the data we already have (Cognitive, Social level,
Language).
S172. P7: We should look at the logarithm. This is the best one (Metacognitive, Assessment of
accuracy of result, Individual & Environmental level, Language & Symbolic & Pictorial).
S173. P8: We are trying to get a ratio by dividing height by foot length (Metacognitive, Assessment of
strategy execution, Individual level, Language & Symbolic).
S174. P7: Which number is close to these (Metacognitive, New idea & Assessment of strategy
execution, Individual & Environmental level, Language & Symbolic)?
S175. P5: We should add them together and divide by the number of people (Metacognitive, New idea
& Assessment of strategy execution, Individual & Environmental level, Language & Symbolic).
S176. P8: P7, I want to say something. When the ratios diverge from 6.5, how heights deviate
(Metacognitive, Assessment of accuracy of result, Individual & Environmental level, Language &
Symbolic)?
S177. P7: What? I did not get that (Cognitive, Social level, Language).
S178. P8: For example, 6.50 incline or decline, how many cm changes in height? We will not reach an
absolute result; we will find an interval (Metacognitive, Assessment of accuracy of result, Individual &
Environmental level, Language & Symbolic & Pictorial).
S179. P5: Let's do what I said (Add the averages and divide by the number of people) (Metacognitive,
Assessment of accuracy of result, Individual & Environmental level, Language & Symbolic).
S180. P7: The average is 6.57 (Cognitive, Individual & Social level, Language & Symbolic).
S181. P5: I think, logarithm is good. We found many results. Which one will we choose
(Metacognitive, Assessment of strategy execution &Assessment of accuracy of result, Individual &
Social level, Language & Symbolic & Pictorial)?
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S182. P6: We should decide what we will be using (Cognitive, Individual & Environmental level,
Language).
S183. P8: We will not reach an absolute result. We can use a height interval (Metacognitive, New idea
& Assessment of progress toward goal, Individual & Social level, Language).
S184. P7: Girls, that much research is enough. Everyone is completing (Cognitive, Individual &
Environmental level, Language).
S186. P6: Do we really need to do this? (Metacognitive, Assessment of strategy appropriateness,
Individual & Social & Environmental level, Language & Symbolic).
S187. P5: We should write what we did. We should write down all the ways (Cognitive, Individual &
Environmental level, Language).
S188. P6: We should, we should write (Cognitive, Individual & Environmental level, Language).
S189. P7: This is a simple solution. Do you know what this is? You saw on the road, then measure to
say that the result is around this, I mean to analyze. I mean we should do this first. This should be the
first step. This should be the first calculation like around that (Metacognitive, Assessment of strategy
execution, Individual & Social & Environmental level, Language & Symbolic).
S190. P6: Well, this gives roughly result (Metacognitive, Assessment of accuracy of result, Individual
& Environmental level, Language & Symbolic).
S191. P5: Should we get from length to size (Cognitive, Individual level, Language)?
S192. P7: We get from foot length to foot size. But there is no need for this. We get from foot size to
height (Metacognitive, Assessment of strategy execution, Individual & Social level, Language &
Symbolic).
S193. P6: If we do the first and third step, we do not need this (foot length & height). I mean, should
we do two or more (Metacognitive, Assessment of strategy execution, Individual & Social &
Environmental level, Language & Symbolic)?
S194. P7: Did we get height from size (Cognitive, Individual & Social level, Language).
S195. P6: I think, we should find the foot size (Metacognitive, New idea & Assessment of strategy
execution, Individual & Social level, Language).
S196. P8: Okay, we get from foot length to foot size (Cognitive, Individual & Social level, Language).
S197. P7: Yes, is not it from foot length to height (Metacognitive, Assessment of progress toward goal,
Individual & Social level, Language)?
S198. P5: Then, there is no need for OFMA number. Just one thing would be enough (Metacognitive,
Assessment of strategy execution, Individual & Social level, Language).
S199. P7: Let's look at the relation between foot length and foot size (third step) (Metacognitive, New
idea, Individual & Environmental level, Language & Symbolic).
S200. P8: Yes, get foot size from foot length and height from foot size (Metacognitive, Assessment of
strategy execution, Individual & Social level, Language).
S201. P6: We should write all three on the report. We should write that we used third step as well
(Cognitive, Individual & Social level, Language & Symbolic).
S202. P5: How should we write on the report why we found three ways (Cognitive, Individual & Social
level & Environmental, Language & Symbolic)?
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S203. P7: Because this is a real-world problem. We need several approximate results (Metacognitive,
Assessment of accuracy of result & Assessment of strategy appropriateness, Individual &
Environmental level, Language & Symbolic).
In this part of discussion, pre-service teachers more frequently used metacognitive strategies. They have
understood completely that they need to develop a mathematical model for model eliciting activity. Instead of
trial and error, they developed strategies for the solution of the problem. Then, they investigated and queried
whether these strategies were appropriate. They have more efficient interaction. There is less metacognitive
thinking at the individual level (Statements 145, 146, 150, and 173). They have worked on the mathematical
models in mostly agreed cases. They have evaluated the strategy or the solution individually. Therefore, there
are not much new ideas in this part of the discussion.
Pre-service teachers also used metacognitive strategies in both individual and social levels (Statements 158, 170,
192, 195, 197, 198 and 200). Thus, pre-service used more than one metacognitive strategy at the same time
(Statements 161, 163, 181, 183). They also used more than one representation for their explanations of the
content knowledge (Statements 181 and 193). Social interaction and the feedback from others made the preservice teachers to create more new ideas. MEAs promote pre-service teachers to develop their ideas and
models.
Pre-service teachers also showed metacognitive thinking at both individual and environmental levels
(Statements 144, 167, 172, 174, 175, 176, 178, 179, 190, 199, and 203). At first, metacognitive strategies at the
environmental level were used because of the nature of the problem. Then, pre-service teachers developed
metacognitive strategies at the environmental level by using technology to control and evaluate the ways for the
solution. Using technology made pre-service teachers’ mathematical modelling process better and faster in
terms of evaluation and analysis of their strategies. They also had opportunities to represent their mathematical
content knowledge in various ways such as pictorial and symbolic forms for higher order thinking. All
metacognition levels (individual, social, and environmental) existed rarely in pre-service teachers statements.
However, the statements at all these levels showed higher order thinking, better questioning, and qualified
consideration for metacognitive skills.

Discussion
As Joseph (2010) revealed that technology has a positive impact on students’ learning and their process of
problem solving. In this study, we have showed that technology can be a catalyzer for metacognitive thinking.
In the groups, pre-service teachers used technology to solve the footprint problem. They had the opportunity to
use their metacognition skills in the technology supported environment. As Gurbin (2015) also mentioned, there
might be a reason that students can be motivated in a technology supported environment. The results we reached
out in this study also similar to Gurbin (2015) and Azevedo’s (2005) explanations regarding that technology
adaptation is related to metacognition. Additionally, metacognition is also essential for technology usage taking
a significant part of education today (Gurbin, 2015).
Through experiencing the footprint problem, pre-service mathematics teachers had opportunity to understand
better how to prepare, work and engage similar integrated STEM modeling activity for middle and secondary
school students. Stolmann et al. (2015) showed that there has been a similar development for pre-service
mathematics teachers. In this study, pre-service mathematics teachers used their technological mathematical
content knowledge (TPACK; Mishra & Koehler, 2006) to solve the problem. They used their mathematical
content knowledge to understand the information given in the MEA and to create multiple mathematical
representations. They should know what mathematical representations mean and make transitions between
these. They used their pedagogical knowledge to evaluate each other’s knowledge for making a decision in
groups’ discussion to write a report. They knew how to use GeoGebra software program. They used GeoGebra
to solve the problem and create multiple mathematical representations needed.
Anything that activates students thinking about their learning, review, reflection, discussion, questioning,
thinking aloud, monitoring, and social interaction can develop their metacognitive thinking (Bryce &
Whitebread, 2012; Goos 2002; Gurbin, 2015; Kim et al., 2013). Therefore, the learning environments should
include these kinds of opportunities to facilitate students’ metacognitive development process. In this study,
writing a report about their solution for the footprint problem caused pre-service teachers to apply these
metacognitive components, such as review, thinking aloud, and monitoring. The environment is not sufficient
itself to develop metacognition. As metacognition has an important role on effective learning (Gurbin, 2015),
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teachers should also have a facilitator role on students’ leaning in order to develop their metacognitions skills as
the instructor did in this study.
Social constructivism emphasizes that knowledge cannot be transferred from one specialist to learner, but rather
actively constructed by the learner while solving meaningful problems. Integrated STEM education provides
meaningful learning. The meaningful learning can be enhanced through social constructivism. For this reason,
STEM integration should be coherent with the theory of social constructivism (Jonassen & Rohrer-Murphy
1999; Moore & Smith, 2014). Therefore, footprint problem was asked pre-service teachers in groups of four or
five to discuss and develop their ideas for a solution. Pre-service teachers were engaged in social constructivist
and metacognitive learning environment through integrated STEM modeling activity. This learning environment
supported pre-service mathematics teachers and led them develop individually, socially and environmentally
their cognitive and metacognitive skills integrated mathematical content knowledge. So, this study showed how
to put together cognitive and metacognitive skills and mathematical representation knowledge with multiple
levels. In this process technology played important role. With the help of technology, pre-service teachers
showed all representational modes.

Conclusion
Pre-service teachers were able to find solutions for the footprint problem. Therefore, we can say that they were
able to use their content knowledge of proportionality and linear function modeling. Pre-service teachers used
different representations to find a solution for the given footprint problem as a modeling activity. They tended to
use different representations other than the symbolic representations for their solution. The footprint problem
itself and GeoGebra access might be a reason for the usage of different representations such as pictorial and
concrete.
In this study, pre-service teachers’ cognition and metacognition thinking for the footprint problem and their
representations were analyzed based on using related two frameworks (Johnson & Lesh, 2003; Kim et al.,2013).
Therefore, this study reveals an important perspective how pre-service teachers use representations and
cognitive-metacognitive level of thinking.
Modeling activities play a significant role to develop pre-service teachers higher order thinking and
metacognitive thinking in a technology-based environment. Therefore, modelling activities should be given to a
group in a technology-based environment to make the modelling process more efficient.

Recommendations
A similar study with a different environment such as using different software or another modelling activity can
be conducted. Therefore, it can be possible to compare pre-service teachers’ thinking and the representations
they use with this study.
Additionally, it can be more useful to conduct a study investigating middle or high school teachers’ modeling
activities usage in their mathematics classes to get a better understating of how in-service teachers instruct these
modeling activities and how students react and think for modeling process. Therefore, we can develop modeling
process efficiently in teacher preparation programs to serve the purpose of metacognitive thinking.
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Appendix A
The Footprint Problem
Early this morning, Shirley Jones, the local police detective, discovered that sometime late last night some nice
people rebuilt the old brick drinking fountain in the park. The mayor, Maria Lopez, would like to thank the
people who did it, but nobody saw who it was. All the police could find were lots of footprints. One of the
footprints is shown here. But to find this person and his or her friends, it would help it we could figure out how
tall he or she really is. Your job is to make a “how to” tool kit that the police can use to figure out how
tallpeople are just by looking at their footprints. Your tool kit should work for the footprint shown here, but it
should also work for other footprints.

